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Abstract

In this paper, the ‘t-z method’ is employed to describe the nonlinear behaviour of a single pile and is used to obtain simplified predictions of pile group behaviour by considering the interaction between two-piles in conjunction with the Interaction Factor Method (IFM). The principal inconvenience of the t-z method arises from the determination of the resisting curve's shape; an improvement upon this aspect is the main aim of this study. Partial slip is considered using a new analytical approach which is an adaptation of a model based on bond degradation. Pile installation effects and interface strength reduction are uncoupled and considered explicitly in this study. Lateral profiles of mean effective stress after pile installation and subsequent consolidation which were representative of predictions determined in a previous study using a modified version of the cavity expansion method (CEM) are adopted; these predictions are subsequently used to relate installation effects to changes in soil strength and stiffness. In addition, the ‘reinforcing’ effects of a second, ‘receiver’, pile on the free-field soil settlement is considered using a nonlinear iterative
approach where the relative pile-soil settlement along the pile shaft is related to the soil spring stiffness. Through comparisons with previously published field test data and numerical simulations, the results indicate that the proposed approach provides a sufficiently accurate representation of pile behaviour while conserving considerable computing requirements.
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1. Introduction

The topic of single pile and pile group behaviour under vertical load has been covered extensively in the literature over the past few decades. This has led to the employment of numerous rigorous methods to consider the pile-soil system as one composite continuum including the boundary element method (e.g. Basile [1] and the finite element (FE) method (e.g. Sheil and McCabe [2]) These numerical methods are regarded as some of the most robust approaches to single pile and pile group analysis and can take into account various complex factors such as soil anisotropy, constitutive modelling, pile-soil-pile interaction and complex 3-dimensional group geometries. A limitation to these continuum analyses, however, is that considerable numerical expertise and computational resources are required for the analysis of the entire pile-soil system.

Simplified analytical approaches have the advantage over rigorous continuum analyses in that a designer can obtain an estimate of pile settlement quite quickly and without the need of the computing requirements associated with rigorous continuum analyses. Moreover, they may often prove the only feasible analysis for larger group sizes with non-standard geometries. The load transfer (t-z) method was first proposed by Seed and Reese [3] and has since been considered by numerous investigators to describe the linear elastic (LE) load-displacement relationship of a single pile [4-6]. These methods were later advanced by Mylonakis and Gazetas [7] to take account of the ‘reinforcing’ effects of a pile on the soil continuum for the prediction of two-pile interaction factors.

The concept of considering soil nonlinearity through the use of hyperbolic load-transfer functions, first documented by Kraft *et al.* [8], has since been adopted by numerous investigators, e.g. [9-13]. Wang *et al.* [14] improved upon these methods by using an iterative approach to incorporate the degradation in stiffness of the concrete pile under compressive loads using the well-documented nonlinear Hognestad model [15].
While the aforementioned approaches have advanced simplified single pile and pile group analysis, there are various limitations associated with each. One such limitation is the assumption of pre-failure perfect pile-soil bonding. Even at low load levels, the development of slippage at the contact between pile and soil (defined herein as ‘partial slip’) is a likely phenomenon [16, 17]. Trochanis et al. [18] also reported the importance of pile-soil slip with regard to the load-displacement response of a single vertically loaded pile and two-pile interaction factors. Similarly, Perri [19] noted that one of the main differences between a simple shear test and the soil surrounding an axially loaded pile is the possibility of slip occurring between the pile and the adjacent soil element. Furthermore, while Mylonakis and Gazetas [7] considered pile ‘reinforcing’ effects in a LE soil medium, a similar approach has not been implemented in recent nonlinear analytical models nor have the effects of soil disturbance arising from pile installation been considered explicitly.

In this paper, the ‘t-z method’ is employed to describe the nonlinear behaviour of a single pile and is used to obtain predictions of pile group behaviour by considering the interaction between two-piles in conjunction with the Interaction Factor Method (IFM). The principal inconvenience of the t-z method arises from the determination of the resisting curve's shape; an improvement upon this aspect is the main aim of this study. Partial slip is considered using a new simplified approach which is an adaptation of the bond degradation model first proposed by Gens and Nova [20]. Using this method the degradation of bonds, due to particle re-orientation and the remoulding of the structure to eventually a residual state within the clay shear band surrounding the pile, is related to the amount of slip at the pile-soil interface. The ‘initial stress technique’ [21] is used to consider full pile-soil slip occurring at limiting shear stress.

Although undrained conditions are assumed, in contrast to the α-method of pile capacity design first proposed by Tomlinson [22], pile installation effects and interface strength reduction are uncoupled and considered explicitly in this study. In a previous study conducted by Sheil et al. [23] the FE software package PLAXIS 2-D in conjunction with the MIT-S1 constitutive model was adopted to model pile installation effects using a modified Cavity Expansion Method (CEM) in two well-investigated soils, namely San Francisco Young Bay Mud (YBM) and Boston Blue Clay (BBC). The predictions of the permanent change in mean effective stress around an installed pile obtained from that study have been adopted herein to relate long-term stress changes to changes in both the strength and stiffness of the surrounding soil. In addition, the ‘reinforcing’ effects of a second, ‘receiver’, pile on the free-
field soil settlement is considered using a nonlinear iterative approach where the relative pile-soil settlement along the pile shaft is related to the soil spring stiffness. The present approach is validated against three well-documented case histories.

2. Soil nonlinearity

The relationship proposed by Randolph and Wroth [24] has been employed to predict the reduction of shear stress with radial distance from the pile which can be defined as follows:

\[
\tau_{soil} = \tau_i \left( \frac{R}{r} \right)
\]

(1)

where \(\tau_i\) is the shear stress in the soil at the pile-soil interface, \(\tau_{soil}\) is the shear stress in the soil at a radial distance \(r\) from the pile’s vertical axis of symmetry and \(R\) is the pile radius or equivalent pile radius (if non-circular).

The vertical displacements of the soil at a particular point surrounding the pile are then obtained by integrating the shear strains (\(\gamma\)) from that location outwards to a value of \(r = r_m\):

\[
w = \int_r^{r_m} \gamma dr = \sum_r^{r_m} \gamma dr
\]

(2)

where \(\gamma = \tau / G_{sec}\), \(G_{sec}\) is the secant shear modulus and \(\tau\) is the shear stress. The value of \(r_m\), defined by Randolph and Wroth [24] as the radius at which the shear stress in the soil becomes negligible, was conservatively chosen as 200R. Soil displacements at the pile-soil interface are thus obtained by integrating the shear strains from a distance \(r_m\) to a distance \(R\).

For the nonlinear predictions, the relationship proposed by Lee and Salgado [25] was adopted defined as:

\[
G_{sec} = G_0 \left( 1 - f \left( \frac{\tau}{\tau_f} \right)^g \right) \left( \frac{p'}{p_{0'}} \right)^n
\]

(3)

where \(f\) and \(g\) are empirical curve fitting parameters, \(p'\) is the mean effective stress which has a far field value of \(p_{0'}\), \(n\) is a constant between 0.5 and 1 and controls the stress dependency of soil stiffness, \(\tau\) is the shear stress at a particular radial distance, \(r\), from the pile and \(\tau_f\) is the shear stress at failure. For pile loading in clays, undrained conditions are assumed; therefore the shear stress at failure can be defined as:

\[
\tau_f = \frac{s_u}{2}
\]

(4)

where \(s_u\) is the undrained shear strength of the soil.
At the pile-soil interface, however, the shear strength between pile and soil is often substantially less than the shear strength of the soil mass. In this study, reference is made to the databases reported by Potyondy [26] and Tiwari et al. [27] for the selection of an interface strength reduction factor, $R_{inter}$, such that:

$$s_{u,i} = R_{inter} s_{u,soil}$$

(5)

where $s_{u,i}$ is the undrained shear strength at the pile-soil interface and $s_{u,soil}$ is the undrained shear strength of the soil mass. Therefore, the limiting shear stress that can be maintained at the pile-soil interface corresponds to $0.5s_{u,i}$.

The base load-displacement relationship is calculated using the hyperbolic model proposed by Guo and Randolph [13] defined as:

$$w_B = \frac{P_B(1-v_s)\omega}{4R_{GB}} \frac{1}{1-R_{fB}P_{Bu}}$$

(6)

where $w_B$ is the pile base settlement; $P_B$ is the pile base load; $v_s$ is the Poisson’s ratio of the soil; $G_{IB}$ is the shear modulus at the pile base; $\omega$ is the pile base shape and depth factor which is often set equal to 1 [6, 24]; $P_{Bu}$ is the limiting base load; and $R_{fB}$ is a parameter that determines the extent of soil nonlinearity. Assuming undrained conditions, the parameter $P_{Bu}$ can be estimated as follows:

$$P_{Bu} = N_c s_u A_b$$

(7)

where $N_c$ is the bearing capacity factor, taken as 9, $s_u$ is the undrained shear strength at the pile base and $A_b$ is the area of the pile base.

3. Pile-soil slip

3.1. Shear bands in clay

Numerous studies have reported that for clays, the soil within the shear band undergoes significant particle re-orientation and is eventually remodelled into a residual state [28]. While research on shear bands in sands has identified significant correlations between shear band thicknesses, $t_s$, and the mean grain size, $d_{50}$, shear band thicknesses in clays cannot be correlated to grain size so readily, however [29]. While values of $t_s$ for clays reported in the literature vary from 1.4 – 20 mm, Vardoulakis [30] recommended a conservative value of $t_s = 200d_{50}$; this value gave the best fit to the data presented later in the paper.

3.2. Partial slip
In the present study, the authors differentiate ‘partial slip’ occurring at working stresses ($\tau_i < \tau_f$) from ‘full slip’ when $\tau_i = \tau_f$. As mentioned, while most numerical methods can now account for partial pile-soil slip by introducing interface elements into the model, existing simplified analytical methods have assumed ‘pre-failure’ perfect pile-soil bonding i.e. no partial slip.

In this section, a new analytical approach is proposed to consider partial pile-soil slip at the interface by considering the bond degradation within the aforementioned shear band surrounding the pile-soil interface. Bond degradation occurs when the inter-particle bonds are progressively destroyed by inter-particle shear and normal displacements. The bond degradation model was first proposed by Gens and Nova [20] where the amount of particle bonding is described with a scalar state variable $\chi$, which is changing (ultimately to zero) due to bond degradation and is defined as:

$$d\chi = -\zeta \cdot \chi \cdot (|d\varepsilon_{vp}| + \zeta_d \cdot |d\varepsilon_d^p|)$$

(8)

where $d\chi$ is the rate of bond degradation; $\zeta$ is the absolute rate of bond degradation; $\zeta_d$ is the relative rate of bond degradation; $d\varepsilon_{vp}$ is the rate of plastic volumetric straining and $d\varepsilon_d^p$ is the rate of plastic deviatoric straining.

This logic was adopted in the rotational hardening elasto-plastic S-CLAY1S model described by Koskinen et al. [31] to describe destructuration with progressive plastic straining.

The rate of plastic volumetric strain, $d\varepsilon_{vp}$, is defined as:

$$d\varepsilon_{vp} = d\varepsilon_{11}^p + d\varepsilon_{22}^p + d\varepsilon_{33}^p$$

(9)

while the rate of plastic deviatoric strain, $d\varepsilon_d^p$, is defined as:

$$d\varepsilon_d^p = d\varepsilon_{11}^p - d\varepsilon_{33}^p$$

(10)

During pile loading it is assumed that $d\varepsilon_{11}^p >> d\varepsilon_{33}^p$, $d\varepsilon_{22}^p$; thus for the case of simple shear Eq. 8 reduces to:

$$d\chi \approx -2 \cdot |d\gamma_d^p| \cdot \zeta \cdot \chi \cdot (1 + \zeta_d)$$

(11)

where $d\gamma_d^p$ is the rate of plastic shear strain and $\gamma_d^p$ is defined herein as:

$$\gamma_d^p = \tau \cdot \left( \frac{1}{\sigma_{sec}} - \frac{1}{\sigma_0} \right)$$

(12)

The current amount of bonding can thus be deduced by using the following equation:

$$\chi = \chi_0 + d\chi$$

(13)
where \( \chi_0 \) is the initial amount of bonding and can be determined from the soil sensitivity, \( S_r \), as follows [32]:

\[
\chi_0 = S_r - 1
\]  

(14)

There is currently little guidance in the literature on appropriate values of \( \xi \) and \( \xi_d \) for different soil types. Values of \( \xi \) and \( \xi_d \) have been reported by Yin and Karstunen [32] as being typically in the relatively narrow range of 8 to 12 and 0.2 to 0.3, respectively; in the present study a value of 10 and 0.25 have been chosen for \( \xi \) and \( \xi_d \), respectively. Further studies on bond degradation are required to investigate the dependence of bond degradation rates on \( \chi_0 \).

From field tests, Broms [33] reported typical measurements of limiting pile-soil relative shear displacement (\( \gamma_{crit} \)) in the range of 1-8 mm; an average value of 5 mm has been assumed by numerous authors in the literature since, e.g. Lee et al. [34], and has also been adopted herein. In these studies, once the relative shear displacement at the pile-soil interface reaches \( \gamma_{crit} \) the shear stiffness at the pile-soil interface becomes zero. In this study, \( \gamma_{crit} \) has been chosen to correspond to complete bond degradation i.e. \( \chi = 0 \). In addition, the authors have assumed the magnitude of partial slip between pile and soil to be linearly related to the strength of the bond between them and thus propose the following relationship for the determination of \( w_{slip} \):

\[
w_{slip} = \gamma_{crit} \left[ \frac{d\chi}{\chi_0} \right]
\]  

(15)

Unfortunately, prediction of the slip at the pile-soil interface under working loads has not been researched to date. While there is a certain degree of speculation in the selection of this relationship, the authors believe this is a logical first step in relating pile-soil slip to soil properties. The value of \( d\chi \) used in Eq. 15 is the average value within the shear band annulus described in Section 3.1.

### 3.3. Full slip

Shen and Teh [35] employed an ‘initial stress technique’ in order to consider ‘full slip’ in the case of downdrag forces on pile groups and this method has also been adopted here. This involves an iterative procedure where a limiting value of \( \tau_{f,i} \) is imposed on the shear stresses at the pile shaft, \( \tau_i \), and excess soil shear stresses are redistributed to areas along the piles shaft where \( \tau_i < \tau_{f,i} \). This usually involves redistributing stresses further down the pile where \( \tau_{f,i} \) is higher due to higher confining stresses.
4. Pile installation effects

4.1. Single pile effects

Permanent changes to the effective stress regime in the soil due to pile installation are difficult to consider in any analytical approach due to the high 2-dimensional gradients, large deformations and complex soil behaviour associated with soil disturbance effects. Sheil et al. [23] conducted a comprehensive FE study of driven pile installation effects in clay using a variation on the traditional cavity expansion method (CEM) where vertical displacements were imposed concurrently with the expansion of the cavity; the strain-softening MIT-S1 constitutive model was employed as a user-defined soil model in PLAXIS 2D for this purpose. Arising from that study, Fig. 1 presents a simplified model adopted herein to consider the influence of pile installation. The trends are representative of the predicted distribution of normalised mean effective stress after single pile installation and subsequent consolidation versus normalised radial distance where the overconsolidation ratio (OCR) was varied between 1 and 4 [23]. Furthermore, those authors noted that predictions of mean effective stress increases after installation and consolidation for both very soft San Francisco Young Bay Mud and stiff Boston Blue Clay were similar; therefore these results are considered independent of the soil type. Further information is provided elsewhere [23].

A number of authors have represented undrained shear strength by the normalised value \( (s_u/p') \), where \( p' \) is current mean effective stress e.g. Amerasinghe and Parry [36]. Thus in the present study, the undrained shear strength of soil in the vicinity of a single pile after consolidation is modified as follows:

\[
 s_{u(r)} = s_{u,0} \left( \frac{p'(r)}{p'_0} \right)
\]  

(16)

where \( s_{u(r)} \) is the undrained strength at a particular radial distance from the pile, \( s_{u,0} \) is the undisturbed (far-field) undrained shear strength and the variation of \( p'/p'_0 \) with normalised radial distance is obtained from Fig. 1. Similarly, the influence of pile installation on soil stiffness can also be considered by incorporating the variation of \( p'/p'_0 \) in Eq. 3.

4.2. Pile group effects

Sheil et al. [23] also investigated the influence of additional group pile installations over-and-above the effects of single pile installation using PLAXIS 2D in conjunction with the extensively-employed Modified Cam-Clay model. The term ‘group installation effects’ is
used in this paper to denote differences between the effective stress regime surrounding a (driven) group pile compared to an equivalent (driven) single pile.

It was shown that after the installation of a pile, the installation of additional neighbouring piles do not induce a further increase in the excess pore pressures near the pile-soil interface (i.e. in this case additional ‘group effects’ are negligible). Furthermore, after full consolidation all additional group effects diminished i.e. the effective stress regime in the vicinity of a group pile after installation and subsequent consolidation was similar to that of an equivalent single pile after installation and consolidation. This supported the findings of McCabe [37] who noted that the stress regime surrounding a driven 5-pile group installed in clay were similar to that surrounding a driven single pile at the same site. In light of these results, only the effects associated with each pile’s own installation has been dealt with in this study while any additional effects due to the installation of neighbouring piles has not been accounted for.

5. Concrete modulus degradation

While elastic pile compression has been adopted by numerous authors in the literature and can be considered acceptable for low load levels, longer piles with higher applied loads, however, can exhibit noticeable plastic deformation [14]. Thus the nonlinear Hognestad model [15] was adopted in the present study to describe the stress-strain relationship of the concrete pile as follows:

\[
\sigma_c = \begin{cases} 
  f_c \left[ 2 \frac{\varepsilon_c}{\varepsilon_0} - \left(\frac{\varepsilon_c}{\varepsilon_0}\right)^2 \right] & \{\varepsilon_c \leq \varepsilon_0\} \\
  f_c \left[ 1 - 0.15 \left(\frac{\varepsilon_c - \varepsilon_0}{\varepsilon_{cu} - \varepsilon_0}\right)^2 \right] & \{\varepsilon_0 < \varepsilon_c \leq \varepsilon_{cu}\}
\end{cases}
\]  

(17)

where \(\sigma_c\) and \(\varepsilon_c\) are the current stress and strain of concrete, respectively; \(f_c\) and \(\varepsilon_0\) are the peak stress and corresponding strain, respectively; and \(\varepsilon_{cu}\) is the ultimate strain of the concrete (see Fig. 2). Since strains in the range \(\varepsilon_c \leq \varepsilon_0\) are under consideration, the Young’s modulus of the concrete can be obtained using the expression:

\[
E_c = \frac{2f_c}{\varepsilon_0^2} (\varepsilon_0 - \varepsilon_c)
\]

(18)

In the present study, typical values of 30 MPa and 0.002 for \(f_c\) and \(\varepsilon_0\), respectively, have been adopted.
6. **Iterative process for a single loaded pile: segment-by-segment method**

The stress-dependency of soil stiffness is taken into account using the segment-by-segment method (SSM) proposed by Ghazavi [38]. In order to consider an increasing soil stiffness profile with depth, the pile is divided into \( n \) segments with length \( h \) as shown in Fig. 3; a value of \( h=0.5 \) m was selected as the optimum segment length for the case histories considered in the present paper.

A flow chart of the present approach is provided in Fig. 4 and described below:

1. A value of pile base load, \( P_{B1} \), is selected.
2. The pile base settlement, \( w_{B1} \), is obtained from the hyperbolic relationship defined in Eq. 6.
3. From \( P_{B1} \) the settlement at the top of segment \( n \), \( (w_{11})_{n1} \), is calculated as:
   \[
   (w_{11})_{n1} = w_{B1} + w_c
   \]
   where \( w_c \) is the pile compression and can be calculated as:
   \[
   w_c = \left( \frac{(P_{11})_{n1} + (P_{11})_{n2}}{2} \right) \left( \frac{h}{EA} \right)
   \]
   where \((P_{11})_{n1}\) and \((P_{11})_{n2}\) are the forces at the top and bottom, respectively, of segment \( n \) of pile \( 1 \) due to its own externally applied load. For a concrete pile, the value of \( E \) should be obtained using Eqs. 17 and 18.
4. The settlement at the midpoint of segment \( n \) is then used to obtain the corresponding local shear stress for segment \( n \), \( \tau_{n,R=R} \), from Eqs. 1-3.
5. The value of \((P_{11})_{n1}\) is then calculated as:
   \[
   (P_{11})_{n1} = P_{B1} + 2\pi R(\tau_{n,R=R})h
   \]
6. Steps 3-5 are repeated for segments \( n-1 \) to 1 where \((P_{11})_{n} = (P_{11})_{(n-1)2}\).
7. The values of \( P_{T1} \) and \( w_{T1} \) corresponding to the selected value of \( P_{B1} \) in step 1 are obtained.
8. Steps 1-7 are repeated for different values of \( P_{B1} \) to obtain the load-displacement response.

7. **Extension to group behaviour**

7.1. **Pile shaft ‘interactive’ displacements**

For the extension of the present method to the analysis of a pile group, the Interaction Factor Method (IFM) has been adopted. McCabe and Sheil [39] conducted a study on the
appropriate use of two-pile nonlinear interaction factors in pile group analysis. Those authors identified two different methods for the prediction of two-pile interaction factors, namely Approach I where the ‘receiver’ pile is loaded and Approach II where the receiver pile is non-loaded and concluded that Approach II was the most appropriate method for the settlement estimation of pile groups where the two-pile interaction factor, $\alpha$ is defined as:

$$\alpha = \frac{w_{21}}{w_{11}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

where $w_{11}$ is the settlement of pile 1 under its own load and $w_{21}$ is the settlement of a nearby non-loaded pile 2 at a spacing of $s/D$.

The additional ‘interactive’ displacements between pile shafts are obtained by integrating the shear strains from the radial distance between the loaded single pile and the receiver pile to a radial distance equal to $r_m$ using Eq. 2; this process is repeated at the level of each segment along the length of the pile. Additional details of this approach are provided in Section 7.3. While floating pile groups are considered herein, this process may be applied to end-bearing pile groups through the use of modified value of $r_m$.

### 7.2. Pile base ‘interactive’ displacements

In addition to pile shaft interaction, a displacement field is also generated beneath the pile base. In this study, interaction between pile shafts and pile bases are assumed to be uncoupled. Additional pile base ‘interactive’ displacements are determined using the solution for a rigid punch on an elastic half-space proposed by Randolph and Wroth [40] defined as:

$$(w_{21})_B = w_{B1} \frac{2}{\pi} \left( \frac{R}{r} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

where $(w_{21})_B$ is the additional interactive base displacements due to the base displacements of a nearby loaded pile 1 i.e. $w_{B1}$. The total displacements at the base of the receiver pile can then be obtained as follows:

$$w_{B2} = (w_{21})_B + (w_{22})_B$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)

where $(w_{22})_B$ is the displacement at the base of pile 2 due to the imposed vertical load within the pile and $w_{B2}$ is the total base settlement of the receiver pile.

### 7.3. Receiver pile ‘reinforcing’ effects
A non-loaded ‘receiver’ pile placed within the displacement field of the source pile will not exactly follow the free-field soil settlement due to the axial stiffness of the pile and interaction with the surrounding soil [7]; differences between the settlement of a non-loaded ‘receiver’ pile and the free-field soil displacements is referred to as ‘reinforcing effects’ herein. Mylonakis and Gazetas [7] originally identified the ‘reinforcing’ effects of a non-loaded ‘receiver’ pile on free-field displacements \( (U_{r,z}) \) while Ghazavi [38] later extended this approach to account for a layered soil profile using the ‘segment by segment method’ (SSM).

In this study, the SSM has been adopted in a similar manner as adopted for the analysis of a single pile described in Section 6 in order to take account of soil stiffness nonlinearity. Both piles are divided into an equal number of segments with equal thickness \( h \) where each layer is assumed to have the same soil properties, although it is also possible to consider a lateral variation in soil properties in a spreadsheet format. Each segment is then analysed as a full pile with the length of the pile being equal to the thickness of the soil layer [38].

In the present study, while interaction effects are assumed uncoupled, pile shaft resistance and the load-displacement relationship at the pile base are coupled, thus a new ‘trial and error’ approach must be adopted as follows:

1. A vertical load is applied at the head of the ‘source’ pile (see Fig. 5) and the variation of \( w_{11} \) with depth is calculated using the approach outlined in Section 6.

2. The free-field soil settlement at the location of the non-loaded pile (at \( r = r_2 \)) and depth \( z \) (i.e. \( U_s(z) \)) can be calculated by integrating the shear strains from a distance \( r_m \) to a distance \( r_2 \) using Eq. 2, where \( r_2 \) is the radial distance to the location of the receiver pile.

3. An arbitrary value close to \( P_{B1} \) is chosen for the force at the base of the receiver pile, \( P_{B2} \).

4. The value of \( (w_{22})_B \) is calculated using the hyperbolic relationship defined by Eq. 6.

5. The value of \( w_{B2} \) can then be obtained using Eqs. 23 and 24.

6. The compression of segment \( n \) under \( P_{B2} \) is calculated using Eq. 20 and \( (w_{21})_{n1} \) can be determined.

7. The relative pile-soil settlement (at depth \( z \)) can be obtained by subtracting the free-field soil displacement at the location of the receiver pile, \( U_s(r,z) \), from the actual receiver pile settlement, \( w_{21}(z) \). With the soil spring reaction, \( k_z \), being dependent on
the displacement of the pile relative to the free-field soil displacements, the vertical equilibrium of each pile segment can be expressed as follows [7]:

\[
E_p A_p \frac{d^2w_{21}(z)}{dz^2} - k_z [w_{21} - U_s(r, z)] = 0
\] (25)

where \(U_s(r, z)\) has been obtained in step 2; \(w_{21}(z) - U_s(r, z)\) is the relative pile-soil settlement; \(E_p\) is the Young’s modulus of the pile; \(A_p\) is the cross-sectional area of the pile; \(k_z\) is the nonlinear soil spring stiffness defined as:

\[
k = \delta G_{sec}
\] (26)

where \(\delta = \ln \left(\frac{2\pi}{r_m/R}\right)\) and \(G_{sec}\) is obtained from the nonlinear relationship in Eq. 10.

8. The value of \((P_{21})_{n1}\) can be obtained as follows:

\[
(P_{21})_{n1} = P_{B2} - (2\pi Rh)E_p A_p \frac{d^2w_{21}(z)}{dz^2}
\] (27)

where the value of \(E_p\) should be obtained using Eqs. 17 and 18 for a concrete pile.

9. Steps 5-7 are repeated for segments \(n\) to 1 where \((P_{21})_{n1} = (P_{21})_{(n-1)2}\)

10. The force and settlement at the head of the receiver pile, \(P_{T2}\) and \(w_{T2}\), respectively, are calculated using the iterative process above.

11. Since the receiver is non-loaded, if the computed value of \(P_{T2} = 0\) then the corresponding computed value of \(w_{T2}\) is correct. If \(P_{T2} \neq 0\) the assumed value of \(P_{B2}\) must be refined in the next trial.

8. Validation

8.1. Case I: FE analyses of a single pile at Hutton

A summary of the required input parameters for the present approach, in addition to their physical meaning and selected values for each case study is presented in Table 1. Jardine and Potts [41] described the FE analysis of a single pile and 8-pile group at the well-documented Hutton tension leg platforms which was carried out in parallel with the field monitoring program at the same site [42]. Results of the site investigation were supplemented with measured data for Magnus clay from a nearby site; the properties of Magnus clay were deemed to represent a suitable basis for the estimation of other nearby low plasticity tills [43]. Only the analysis of the single pile is considered in the present study since the eccentric
tension loading of the 8-pile group also induced moment rotation which is outside the scope of the present paper. The FE analysis was carried out using the Modified Cam-Clay model to simulate the Hutton clay while the Mohr-Coulomb model was deemed sufficient to model intermediate sand lenses. The steel pile was modelled as a solid elastic cylinder with a diameter, $D$, of 1.83 m and an equivalent Young’s modulus of 28 GPa.

Values of the initial elastic shear modulus $G_0$ were obtained from the vertical profile of small-strain Young’s modulus reported by Jardine [44] for Magnus clay (using $v = 0.5$ for undrained conditions). Values of $f$ and $g$ equal to 0.9 and 0.6, respectively, were chosen by calibrating predictions to measured shear modulus degradation curves in triaxial compression documented by Jardine and Potts [41] (see Fig. 6) where values of $G_{sec}$ were again calculated from $E_{sec}$ with $v = 0.5$. The variation in $s_u$ with depth was obtained from Jardine and Potts [41] which varied in the range 200 ± 50 kPa.

In this study, reference was made to the database of interface strength reduction factors documented by Potyondy [26] where a value of $R_{inter} = 0.3$ was chosen for the clay-smooth steel interface in undrained conditions. Values of OCR with depth were chosen based on those documented for the Magnus clay site by Jardine [44] and Jardine and Potts [45] which were typically 10 ± 5 for depths between 0 m to 20 m, 3 ± 1 for depths between 20 m to 40 m and was approximately equal to 1 for depths greater than 40 m; these values were subsequently used to derive the corresponding distribution of mean effective stress due to pile installation effects from Fig. 1. As mentioned, however, the numerical study of installation effects was limited to an OCR of 4 thus higher OCRs were limited to the results for OCR=4.

A value of $S_r = 2.6$ was calculated based on the measured undrained shear strengths in triaxial compression on reconstituted Magnus clay reported by Jardine and Potts [45]. A value of $d_{50}$ of 7.5×10⁻⁴ mm was selected based on physical measurements of Magnus clay [46]; the thickness of the shear band, $t_s$, surrounding the pile was then calculated as $200d_{50}$. The shear strain within the shear band was employed to obtain the magnitude of partial slip at the interface of the piles.

In Figs. 7a – 7c, predictions of load-transfer relationships determined by the present approach for a depth of 16 m, 28 m, and 47 m, respectively, have been compared to nonlinear FE predictions documented by Jardine and Potts [41] where the value of $z$ was calculated as the pile head settlement less tension lengthening of the pile from the pile head to the level of interest. It can be seen for all three depths, both sets of predictions show good agreement.
Since the pile was loaded in tension, the load-displacement characteristics at the pile base are not considered. In Fig. 8, predictions of the single pile load-displacement relationship determined by the present approach and FE analyses have been compared where results also show good agreement.

8.2. Case II: single pile and 5-pile group load tests in soft estuarine silt

The pile load test programme documented by McCabe [37] consisted of a single pile and 5-pile group installed in soft Belfast clay known locally as ‘sleech’. Precast square concrete piles with an equivalent diameter, $D_{eq}$, of 0.282 m were driven to a depth of 6 m. The group piles were arranged with a centre pile surrounded by four corner piles at a spacing-to-diameter ($s/D_{eq}$) ratio of 2.8.

The initial elastic shear modulus, $G_0$, was chosen equal to 10 MPa based on seismic cone tests on the Belfast sleech which was relatively constant with depth [37]. The parameters $f$ and $g$ were back-calculated as 1.0 and 0.3, respectively from curve-fitting to the measured shear modulus degradation curve in triaxial compression documented by McCabe ([37]; see Fig. 9) where the secant shear stiffness values, $G_{sec}$, have been normalised by the initial mean effective stress at the beginning of undrained shearing, $p'_0$ (=30 kPa). Values of $s_u$ were chosen based on the undrained shear strength profile reported in McCabe [37] where $s_u$ varied between 20 ± 2 kPa.

A value of $R_{inter} = 0.55$ was adopted for the site-specific interface strength reduction for a sleech-concrete interface [47, 48]. Values of OCR were chosen based on the values reported by McCabe [37] which decreases from a value of 2 at a depth of 2 m to 1.2 at a depths of ~3 m to 6 m.

Values of $S_r$ for the Belfast test site were reported by McCabe [37] to vary between a value of 2 and 3. An average value of $d_{50}$ equal to 0.015 mm was deduced from the values reported by Lehane [49] for depths ranging between 3.3 m to 6.65 m leading to a value of $t_s = 3$ mm.

Predictions of soil reaction curves determined by the present approach have been compared to measured data curves at 3.25 m and 5.23 m levels in Figs. 10a – 10b, respectively, where the value of $w$ was calculated as the pile head settlement less compression shortening of the pile from the pile head to the level of interest. It can be seen that good agreement is observed between predictions and measured data in Figs. 10a. Discrepancies between predictions and measurements in Fig. 10b at 5.25 m are believed to be related to anomalous measurements.
when considered in conjunction with previously published site investigations in the literature [37, 49].

An ultimate pile base load, \( P_{Bu} \), of 9 kN was calculated using Eq. 7 while the value of \( G_{bu} \) was chosen as 15 MPa [37, 49]. A value of 0.8 was chosen for \( R_{fb} \) by calibrating the present predictions of the base load-displacement relationship to the measured data documented by McCabe [37] as shown in Fig. 11.

In addition, the analysis of the single pile was extended to that of a 5-pile group using IFM approach outlined in Section 7. The predicted load-displacement of the 5-pile group by this method have been compared to the measured load-displacement response documented by McCabe [37] in Fig. 12. It can be seen from Figs. 10 - 12, that results determined by the present approach show good agreement to the measured load-displacement response for both a single pile and 5-pile group in Belfast sleech in addition to traditional two-pile interaction factors.

In order to discern the influence of various aspects of the present model, the model has been stripped back to its most basic form and each section added in stages; predictions of two-pile interaction factors have been used for this purpose (see Fig. 13). The dashed line represents the most basic predictions determined using this model i.e. a LE soil medium with no allowance for pile-soil slip (by setting the parameter \( f \) to 0), receiver pile reinforcing effects or installation effects. The influence of soil stiffness nonlinearity is obviously dependant on the adopted load level; a factor of safety on single pile capacity of 2.5 has been adopted in Fig. 13, where the pile capacity was defined nominally at a pile head displacement of 0.1\( D \).

In addition, measured data from the Belfast test site [37] have also been superimposed on the plot; the range of these values represent the variation in interaction factors with load level.

It can be seen that present predictions show good agreement with LE prediction of two-pile interaction factors previously documented in the literature using the computer program PIGLET [50], which is to be expected. It is also clear that the final predictions (including all model aspects) show good agreement to the higher datapoints of the measured data (which would correspond to the same FOS).

8.3. Case III: single pile and 9-pile group load tests in stiff overconsolidated clay

O’Neill et al. [51] reported the results of a series of tests carried out on single piles and pile groups in stiff overconsolidated Houston clay. Nine of the piles were installed in a 3×3 group
formation with a value of \( s/D = 3 \) and were connected to a rigid pile cap. The single piles were located at a distance of 3.7 m either side of the pile group. In addition, a 4-pile sub-group was also loaded and is also considered. All piles had an external diameter of 274 mm, wall thickness of 9.3 mm and were driven to a depth of 13.1 m below ground level.

The Young’s modulus of the steel pile was taken as \( E_p = 210 \) GPa. Values of \( G_0 \) were obtained from Chow [9] where values increased approximately linearly from 47.9 MPa at the ground surface to 151 MPa at the base of the piles. Shear modulus degradation parameters were determined by calibrating predictions to the measured stress-strain curve in UU triaxial compression documented by Dunnavant and O’Neill [52] where a values of \( f \) and \( g \) equal to 0.95 and 0.35, respectively, were selected (see Fig. 14).

The profile of \( s_u \) with depth was obtained from O’Neill et al. [53] and Dunnavant and O’Neill [52] which varied with depth from a value of \( \sim 50 \) kPa at the ground surface to \( \sim 200 \) kPa near the base of the piles. A value of \( R_{inter} = 0.3 \) was again chosen for the clay-steel interface [26]. The OCR profile was obtained from O’Neill et al. [53] which varied from values of up to 8 at shallow depths to \( \sim 4 \) at depths > 9 m.

Dunnavant and O’Neill [52] reported values of \( d_{50} \) ranging between \( 1 \times 10^2 \) mm and \( 7 \times 10^2 \) mm. There was little guidance in the literature on the sensitivity of the clay at this test site; Heydinger and O’Neill [54], however, described the test site as “insensitive” and so a value of \( S_r = 1 \) has been adopted. A value of \( S_r = 1 \) in the present approach (i.e. a value of \( \chi_0 = 0 \)) indicates that the value of \( w_{slip} \) is ill-defined, i.e. no partial pile-soil slip; while there is no validation for this in the literature, predictions of soil reaction curves for depths of 1 m – 2.5 m, 4 m – 7 m, 9 m and 10 m – 12 m determined by the present approach show reasonably good agreement to the measured data documented by O’Neill et al. [51] in Figs. 15a -15d, respectively. An increase in partial slip would lead to a more pronounced difference in results.

The ultimate end bearing capacity \( P_{Bu} \) was taken as 130 kN [11] while the initial soil stiffness at the pile base \( G_{iB} \) was taken as 150 MPa based on the shear modulus profiles documented by Chow [9]. A default value of \( R_{fb} = 0.9 \) yields good agreement between predictions and the measured base load-displacement response [51] in Fig. 16. In Fig. 17, the analysis of the single pile was extended to a 9-pile group and 4-pile group where predictions have again been compared to measured data documented by O’Neill et al. [51]. It can be seen that for
both the single pile in Fig. 16 and the 4-pile and 9-pile groups in Fig. 17, predictions show good agreement to the measured data.

8.4. Case IV: Single pile and 4-pile group in soft Bangkok clay

The full-scale load tests of a single pile and a 4-pile group, with a value of \( s/D = 2.5 \), documented by Brand et al. [55] has also been predicted here. All piles had a diameter of 150 mm and length of 6 m and were made of teak. The Young’s modulus of the teak piles was taken as 10 Gpa based on typical values for timber piles documented by the American Forest and Paper Association [56]. A value of \( R_{\text{inter}} = 0.5 \) was chosen for the timber-clay interface [26]. Values of elastic shear modulus, \( G_0 \), for Bangkok clay were obtained from seismic CPT results documented by Shibuya and Tamrakar [57] which varied between 12.5 ± 2 MPa from a depth of 2 m to ~10 m. Shear modulus degradation parameters were determined by calibrating present predictions to shear modulus degradation curves documented by Shibuya and Tamrakar [57] where values of \( f \) and \( g \) equal to 0.95 and 0.45, respectively, were selected (see Fig. 18).

The profile of \( s_u \) with depth was obtained from measured field vane values reported by Moh et al. [58] which varied in the range 15 ± 5 kPa between depths of 2 m to 10 m. A value of \( d_{50} \) of ~0.002 mm was chosen based on the grain size distribution documented by Tanaka et al. [59] for Bangkok clay. Brand et al. [55] reported an average value of \( S_r \) of 4 over the depth of interest while the OCR profile was taken from Moh et al. [58].

No information was given on the measured load-displacement at the base of the single pile load tests. The value of \( P_{Bu} \) was therefore estimated using Eq. 7 [60] where the value of \( s_u \) at the pile base was taken as 10 kPa [58]. A value of 12.5 MPa was selected for \( G_{ib} \) [59] while a default value of 0.9 was chosen for \( R_{fb} \).

Single pile and pile group load-displacement predictions determined by the present study have been compared to measured data documented by Brand et al. [55] in Fig. 19. It can be seen from the figure that good agreement to the measured data is obtained using the present approach.

9. Conclusions

In this paper, an approach based on the ‘t-z method’ has been presented to describe the nonlinear behaviour of a single pile where the interaction between two-piles in conjunction with the IFM has been employed to extend the approach to the analysis of pile groups. The
The majority of the input parameters in the formulated analytical solution have a physical meaning and can be readily-obtained from independent traditional soil tests. The conclusions that can be drawn from the study are as follows:

(a) Partial slip was considered using a new simplified approach which is an adaptation of the bond degradation model first proposed by Gens and Nova [37]. Using this method the degradation of bonds, due to particle re-orientation and the remoulding of the structure to eventually a residual state within the clay shear band surrounding the pile, is related to the amount of slip at the pile-soil interface.

(b) Full pile-soil slip occurring at limiting shear stress is considered using the ‘initial stress technique’ similar to the approach employed by Shen and Teh [35] for the analysis of downdrag forces in pile groups.

(c) Pile installation effects and interface strength reduction were uncoupled and considered explicitly. The authors adopted lateral profiles of mean effective stress after pile installation and subsequent consolidation which were representative of predictions determined by Sheil et al. [20] using a modified version of CEM. These predictions were used to relate installation effects to changes in soil strength and stiffness.

(d) In addition, the ‘reinforcing’ effects of a second, ‘receiver’, pile on the free-field soil settlement was considered using a nonlinear iterative approach where the relative pile-soil settlement along the pile shaft is related to the soil spring stiffness.

(e) Through comparisons with previously published field test data and numerical simulations, the results indicate that the proposed approach provides a sufficiently accurate representation of pile behaviour while conserving considerable computing requirements.
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